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alexamini lf sup 7.1.1 has the same features as the previous
release, but additionally supports the new codex compact
drive 2tb, codex compact drives 1tb that were updated for
new firmware in alexa35, and all compact drives 1tb that are
shipped following the release of this sup.a brief overview of
sup 7.1 features can be found below. a more detailed
description and updating instructions can be found in the
release notes, which are available in the download section.for
completeness, we also list below the main features of the
previous releases alexamini lf sup 7.0 and 7. alexamini lf sup
7.0.2 supports the entire 2tb codex compact drive product
range shipped following the release of alexa35 and all new
compact drives, and also allows for adjustment of firmware
versions for supported compact drives using the option
"update firmware".a brief overview of sup 7.2 features can be
found below. a more detailed description and updating
instructions can be found in the release notes, which are
available in the download section.for completeness, we also
list below the main features of the previous releases
alexamini lf sup 7.1 and 7.2 features of alexamini lf sup 7.0.1
are as follows: - supports all compact drive product lines
shipped with alexa35 or later firmware - allows for adjustment
of firmware versions for supported compact drives using the
option "update firmware" - compact drives 4tb capable of
updating firmware up to alexa45 can be supported following
the release of alexa45 features of alexamini lf sup 7.0.2 are as
follows: - supports the entire codex compact drive product
range shipped with alexa35 or later firmware - allows for
adjustment of firmware versions for supported compact drives
using the option "update firmware" - compact drives 4tb
capable of updating firmware up to alexa45 can be supported
following the release of alexa45
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The software downloads on this page are provided for use by
TriCaster, 3Play, and TalkShow owners only. NewTek does not
represent that these downloads are suitable for any specific

purpose or use. Most downloads are applicable to certain
products or systems running specific software versions only
and should not be installed on products or versions to which

the user does not have license. Ensure that your USB memory
stick is formatted using FAT32 (with an MBR) otherwise the

update file will not be detected. When updating please ensure
that your THEA500 Mini only has one Gamepad connected and

we recommend unplugging the mouse. Do not plug the USB
stick into a USB hub to perform the update. See the FAQ for

further details. Its really difficult to work out that all you want
new users to do is go to a specific webpage (not check here if
you have the right firmware -> download firmware from here)

extract two zips, locate three file (incidentally the
DuetWebControl is currently AWOL and both zips have web

pages of 404 errors), upload them in any order and then
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